Adaptations
STANDARDS: 3.1G, 3.1H, 3.1L

OBJECTIVE: I CAN DESCRIBE HOW
ADAPTATIONS HELP ORGANISMS
SURVIVE IN THEIR ENVIRONMENT.
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Motivation
The organisms on the right
have all evolved from the
same ancestor, yet all have
different beaks…
Make a prediction to why
these finches evolved
different beaks.
Hint: Think of natural
selection from last lesson
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Mini Lesson

Adaptation: A trait that has evolved to help
an organism survive in their environment.

This ancestral finch
(pictured above) once
traveled to all the
Galapagos islands and
lived in each island.
Over time, due to
differences in food
availability, the
ancestral finch evolved
many times to have
different beaks that
specialized for different
types of foods.
What process led to the evolution of each species?

Notice how the beaks match the types of food
the species eat. Big beaks specialized in eating
bigger foods, small beaks specialized in smaller
foods. These adaptations allowed each
species to eat and limited competition
between species.
If the above species all eat different size foods, will they compete for food?

2.
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Mini Lesson
Try it!
Which Beaks do you think
are best adapted to eat
each group of seeds?
(match number above
beak with the number
pertaining to the group of
seeds you think they eat.)
Post you responses to the
discussion board. Make
sure to reply to at least one
classmate.
1.
Explain!

3.

Hint: Check the “Actual Size”
4.
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Mini Lesson:
Reading the
Chart
Notes
• Each species of finch is listed above
its picture
• Follow the arrows to inside the red
circle to see what type of food it eats
• Green Arrow = Mainly Plant
• Orange Arrow = Mainly Animal
• Red Arrow = All Animal
• Although many species all eat
animal food, or all eat plant food,
they each eat a different SIZE food,
therefore, each species rarely
compete with each other for FOOD
Example:
Large ground finch and Small ground finch would not
compete for food because they eat different size plant
food.
Would the Small Tree Finch and Large Tree finch compete for food? Why or
why not?
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Mini Lesson

Must Know Regents Facts!

1.

Adaptations are specific to the environment! For
example, gills are an adaptation that allows fish to
breathe in underwater environments.

2.

Natural Selection is the process that drives the
evolution of species with certain adaptations that
enable them to survive in their environment.

3.

A finch with a beak adapted to eat meat (Warbler
Finch) and a finch adapted to eat seeds (Small
Ground Finch) will not compete! They eat different
type of food!

4.

Even if two finches both eat seeds (Medium ground
finch and large ground finch), they may not
compete for food because different species are
adapted to have beaks specialized for different SIZE
seeds!

5.

Even if two finches don’t compete for food, they
may compete for water, shelter, or mates.

6.

Finches may have other adaptations that help them
survive like good eyesight, hearing, etc.
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4.

1.

Practice
2.

3.
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Practice
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Closure
What adaptations do you think humans may
have?

Write your answer in you guided notes and
post on the discussion boards. Reply to one
classmate!

Exit
Assessment
Please complete the CastleLearning Exit Assessment or refer
to the attached PDF of the questions.
Supplemental Resources:
Adaptations:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnmPdHmRv9o
Darwins Beaks of Finches:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s64Y8sVYfFY

